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**Grace Blumberg** teaches property, community property, and family law. Her primary areas of research are marital property, family law, and social welfare. She is a reporter for the American Law Institute’s *Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution* (2002), for which she authored the chapters on child support and non-marital cohabitation.

**W. Bowman Cutter** is Assistant Professor and Assistant Cooperative Water Resource Management Specialist at the University of California, Riverside. His research and teaching interests are in public economics, environmental economics, applied econometrics, and microeconomics.

**Kim Haselhoff** is a post-doctoral fellow at the Lewis Center for Regional Policy Studies at the School of Public Affairs, UCLA. She received her Ph.D. in political science (2003) at the University of California at Irvine. Her research focuses on affordable housing, state and local politics, and public policy.

**Werner Z. Hirsch** is Professor Emeritus of Economics at UCLA. His main interests are in law and economics and in public finance. His most recent books are the third edition of *Law and Economics* (Academic Press, 1999) and *Governance in Higher Education* (Economica, 2001).

**Daniel J.B. Mitchell** is Ho-su Wu Professor at the Anderson Graduate School of Management and Distinguished Professor of Public Policy at the UCLA School of Public Affairs. He writes regularly on California fiscal issues, labor relations, and labor market topics. Mitchell is co-editor of the journal *Industrial Relations* and a past president of the North American Economics and Finance Association.

**Renee Moilanen** recently received a Master of Public Policy degree from the UCLA School of Public Affairs. She currently works as a management assistant in the City of Long Beach.

**Paul Ong** is Professor of Asian American Studies, Social Welfare and Urban Planning, UCLA School of Public Affairs. He also is the director of the Ralph and Goldy Lewis Center for Regional Policy Studies. His forthcoming co-edited book is *Jobs and Economic Development in Minority Communities* by Temple University Press.

**J.R. DeShazo** is an Associate Professor of Public Policy in the School of Public Affairs at UCLA. He formerly was a faculty associate at the Harvard Institute for International Development (1997-2000) and is currently associate director of the Lewis Center for Regional Policy Studies at UCLA.

**Kirk J. Stark** is a Professor of Law at UCLA. His research and teaching interests are in the area of tax policy and public finance.
Christopher Thornberg is a Senior Economist with the UCLA Anderson Forecast. Dr. Thornberg authors the Anderson Forecast for California as well as Los Angeles and East Bay regions. He has also been involved in a number of special studies measuring the impact of important events on the economy, including the NAFTA treaty, the California power crisis, and the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks. He received his Ph.D in Business Economics from The Anderson School (1996) and his B.S. in Business Administration from the State University of New York at Buffalo.

Yang Sao Xiong is a doctoral student in the Department of Sociology at UCLA. His ongoing research includes a study of religion and social movements in Hmong communities in the United States.

Min Zhou is Professor of Sociology and the Founding Chair of the Department of Asian American Studies at UCLA. Her latest research project is entitled “The Multi-Faceted Experiences of Immigrant Children and Children of Immigrants in Los Angeles.”